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A. INTRODUCTION 

Marriage is one of the universal social institution1. It is mounted via way of means of 

the human society to manipulate and alter the existence of guy. It is a nook stone of a 

society. Marriage is one of the regularly occurring social institution. It is mounted via 

way of means of the human society to manipulate and alter the existence of guy. It is a 

nook stone of a society.... It is withinside the own circle of relatives that kids learn how 

to come to be citizens; it's far withinside the own circle of relatives that kids study 

relationships; it's far withinside the own circle of relatives that kids study what's 

predicted of them in society, a way to act and a way to be. Central to the nuclear own 

circle of relatives is the conventional concept of marriage, consisting of 1 guy and one 

girl in a monogamous and everlasting relationship. We want to sell and shield marriage 

to stable a more fit society. Marriage has valid popularity to get united. Society accepts 

union of souls due to the fact number one item of marriage is to beget and undergo 

offspring, and to them till they may be capin a position to attend to themselves. 

Spiritually withinside the experience to get non secular advantage through acting 

spiritual duties. 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 Marriage Definition Sociology, Best Definition Of Marriage, Definition of Marriage by Different Authors, 2021 
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B. MARRIAGE AS A RIGHT IN INDIA 

Unlike Article sixteen of Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the proper to marry 

isn't always expressly diagnosed both as a essential or constitutional proper 

beneathneath the Indian Constitution. Though marriage is regulated thru diverse 

statutory enactments, its reputation as a essential proper has handiest evolved thru 

judicial choices of India’s Supreme Court. An individual’s right to marry a person of 

his or her choice is a fundamental right that cannot be denied on the basis of caste or 

religion by anybody, re-iterated the Karnataka High Court.2 

One of the earliest instances which handled this trouble become Lata Singh v. State of 

UP3, added in 2006, regarding an inter-caste marriage. The Supreme Court held that for 

the reason that petitioner become a major, she become entitled to marry whoever she 

desired and that no regulation bars an inter-caste marriage. The judgment, however, 

implemented particularly to the case and there has been no “statement of regulation” as 

such via way of means of the Court. But the Court expressly identified the petitioner’s 

proper to select a associate of her choice. The case of Hadiya has stirred a fresh row 

over a woman’s right to marry the person of her choice in India.The case has been 

termed as the ‘love jihad’ case as Hadiya, who previously was a Hindu, converted to 

Islam to marry a Muslim man4 

The proper to marry is part of the proper to lifestyles beneathneath Article 21 of the 

Indian Constitution. The proper to marriage is likewise said beneathneath Human 

Rights Charter inside the which means of the proper to begin a family. The proper to 

marry is a generic proper and it's far to be had to all people regardless of their gender. 

Various courts throughout the us of a have additionally interpreted the proper to marry 

as an fundamental a part of the proper to lifestyles beneathneath Article 21. 

 

 

                                                 
2 Interfaith marriage: Adult’s right to marry a person of choice is fundamental right, says Karnataka HC, 2021 
3  Indiankanoon.org. 2021. LataSingh vs State Of U.P. & Another on 7 July, 2006. 

<https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1364215/> 

 
4 The Indian Express. 2021. Hadiya case: A timeline. <https://indianexpress.com/article/india/hadiya-case-a-timeline-
5090710/>  
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C. INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE 

Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race, nationality or 

religion, have the right to marry and to found a family. They are entitled to equal 

rights as to marriage, during marriage and at its dissolution5. Modern global 

conceptions of human rights may be traced to the aftermath of World War II and the 

inspiration of the United Nations The rights espoused withinside the UN charter could 

be codified withinside the International Bill of Human Rights, composing the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 

and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. The own 

circle of relatives is the essential and herbal unit of society and calls for the entire safety 

of the state. Human rights regulation upholds the superb proper of all peoples to marry 

and located a own circle of relatives. It upholds the perfect of same and consenting 

marriage and attempts to protect in opposition to abuses which undermine those 

principles. It isn't prescriptive as to the kinds of households and marriages which can 

be acceptable, recognising tacitly that there are numerous extraordinary types of social 

preparations across the world. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) 

become followed through the United Nations General Assembly in 1948. The UDHR 

urges member international locations to sell some of human, civil, financial and social 

rights affirming those rights as a part of the "basis of freedom, justice and peace 

withinside the world."6 The statement become the primary global prison attempt to 

restrict the behaviour of states and press upon them responsibilities to their residents 

following the version of the rights-responsibility duality.Whereas popularity of the 

inherent dignity and of the same and inalienable rights of all participants of the human 

own circle of relatives is the inspiration of freedom, justice and peace withinside the 

world. 

 

 

 

                                                 
5 Un.org. 2021. Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 
6 Un.org. 2021. Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 
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D. MARRIAGE AND LGBTQ+ 

The maximum massive observations in this example had been made through 

Chandrachud J withinside the concluding part of his concurring opinion in para 156, 

wherein he has in particular held that participants of the LGBT community “are 

entitled, as all different citizens, to the whole variety of constitutional rights along with 

the liberties blanketed through the Constitution”7 and are entitled to identical 

citizenship and “equal protection of law.” Therefore, as soon as participants of the 

LGBT community “are entitled to the full range of constitutional rights”, it's miles past 

doubt that the essential proper to marry someone of one’s personal desire needs to be 

conferred on identical intercourse couples proceeding to marry. And if this sort of 

proper is denied, they are able to simply knock the doorways of the Constitutional 

Courts to put in force those primary and inherent rights. Fortunately, this primary step 

has in reality has been taken through a homosexual and lesbian couple whose respective 

marriage registrations below the Foreign Marriage Act, 1969 and the Special Marriage 

Act, 1954 have been denied through the kingdom authorities. Both units of couples have 

filed petitions withinside the Delhi High Court which can be pending adjudication. A 

comparable petition has additionally been filed through a homosexual couple withinside 

the Kerala High Court for popularity of gay marriages below the Special Marriage Act, 

that's an Act that governs civil marriages or colloquially regarded as “court marriages”. 

 

E. CASE STUDY- Shafin Jahan vs. Asokan K.M. and Ors. 

The case has been subjected to a lot of media polarisation and through the debate 

many have lost sight of the aggravating facts and circumstances which form the 

essence of the judgement given by the Kerala HC.8 

The case of Shafin Jahan vs. Asokan K.M. and Ors9. is a landmark judgement via way 

of means of hon’ble Justice D Y Chandrachud, popularly referred to as the “Hadiya 

case”. It has been a tremendous case for ladies’s proper to marry the individual of her 

preference in India. Hadiya is Hindu ladies married to a Muslim man. So, she 

                                                 
7 Law & Liberty. 2021. The Unenumerated Rights of the Privileges or Immunities Clause. [online] Available at: 
<https://lawliberty.org/the-unenumerated-rights-of-the-privileges-or-immunities-clause/> 
8 Pubs.aeaweb.org. 2021. [online] Available at: <https://pubs.aeaweb.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1257/jep.34.1.55> 
9  Indiankanoon.org. 2021. Shafin Jahan vs Asokan K.M. on 8 March, 2018.Available at: 
<https://indiankanoon.org/doc/18303067/>  
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transformed her faith and modified her call to Islam. Hence, he filed a writ petition of 

Habeas Corpus earlier than the High Court of Kerala beneathneath Article 226 of the 

Indian Constitution.This marriage of Hadiya changed into challenged via way of means 

of her mother and father withinside the courtroom docket of law. The High Court upheld 

her father’s proper over her preference and gave her custody to her father no matter the 

reality that she changed into 25 years old.The rights of ladies in India are nevertheless 

situation to lack of knowledge as the bulk of human beings neglect ladies’s proper to 

select and consent in relation to marriage. Article 12 protects the proper of women and 

men of marriageable age to marry.On 8th March the found out Judges of the Hon’ble 

Supreme Court thinking about the arguments superior on each the sides, held that the 

High Court changed into incorrect in its choice at the same time as issuing the writ for 

Habeas Corpus. In the data it's far said that the appellant had admitted her marriage on 

27th November 2017 earlier than acting withinside the Court. The judgment and the 

order exceeded via way of means of the High Court changed into set apart and attraction 

changed into allowed.The Supreme Court upheld Hadiya’s marriage to Shafin Jahan 

and introduced its judgement in favour of Hadiya, and for this reason the choice of the 

High Court changed into declared as invalid. On ninth April 2018, it exceeded the 

judgement explaining the reasoning at the back of its choice. It essentially handled the 

liberty to select faith, one’s preference or lifestyles partner.  

F. CONCLUSION 

Legally, each younger character has proper to marry and to go into into a wedding 

settlement. But not like any industrial settlement, obligations of the settlement of 

marriage aren't restrained best inside the contractual parties. Marriage is the inspiration 

of a own circle of relatives in addition to social relations. A couple owes a extraordinary 

duty to the own circle of relatives and society. In different words, proper to marry isn't 

an absolute one; it has to correspond to a few different duties. For example, a few of the 

diverse goals of a wedding, high goals are to legalize the sexual sex among people of 

contrary sexes, and to procreate kids. But thru marriage, regulation does now no longer 

best supply proper to 2 person people to meet their organic desires and to provide 

delivery to valid kids, however additionally does impose a obligation now no longer to 

damage their lifestyles accomplice and kids in any way. If someone isn't capable of 
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carry out this obligation, he/she can not workout his/her proper to marry.The proper to 

marry is problem to countrywide legal guidelines regulating marriage; inclusive of legal 

guidelines that limit marriage among sure styles of people. Although the authorities is 

capable of limition the proper to marry, it have to now no longer impose barriers which 

impair the very essence of the proper. 
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